Mikeal Christensen poses in front of his truck, the former elementary school.

River Valley Community Center will move into the facility now known as the Tongue River Elementary School building in Ranchester to get use out of the former Tongue River Elementary School building.

Drivers will do doughnuts to try to gain air.

The first is a wheely competition, followed by a freestyle, where the first one to cross the center of the track three times wins. The final will be freestyle, where drivers will do doughnuts to try to gain air.

Executive Director Erin Kilbride stands in front on the new Ranchester space.

Tongue River Valley Community Center's new building.

BY CLAIRE SCHNATTERBECK

In August, the Ranchester branch of Tongue River Elementary School building in Ranchester and soon another tenant will occupy space in the facility now known as the Tongue River Learning Center.

In August, the Ranchester branch of Tongue River Valley Community Center will move into the former elementary school.

BY JOEL MOLINE

JOEL.MOLINE@THESHERIDANPRESS.COM

Two astronauts take walk on moon.

A page from The Sheridan Press shares news about Apollo 11 landing on the moon July 20, 1969. One article calls people “moonstruck.”

Southern Section | THE SHERIDAN PRESS

LIVE THE MOMENT

NASA will be celebrating the anniversary by airing the original video of the 1969 Apollo 11 landing on NASA TV on Saturday. The footage will be aired the actual times it was broadcast 50 years ago, 4:02 and 10:39 p.m. respectively. It will also stream on Facebook Live, YouTube, Twitter, Periscope, and Ustream.

pride and patriotism. Marvin Williams was in her 30s during the moon landing and, although she didn’t feel like it had a big impact on her life, she recognized the importance of the event in history.

“We should do more (in space exploration) since we get so much information over the years,” Williams said.

She complimented the technology gained from that era and expressed more should be done with the moon and Mars.

“We are explorers by nature,” Williams said. Some do not agree with Williams. Carla J. Perry was 19 years old when she watched the moon landing. She does not see any benefit of going forward with space travel and missions.

“I always think they could be spending that money on more things that benefit us on the Earth,” Perry said.
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Robbins expressed similar sentiments about future space exploration. “I don’t think we have to know any more, we have enough problems right here,” Robbins said. “I actually remember my dad saying ‘what’s this world coming to?’ Now I’m saying the same thing.” Richard Reed conveyed his feelings about the importance of celebrating the 50th anniversary: “It helps teach the younger generation what was going on,” he said. “The celebration of the anniversary is important to show the progression of space travel and how far the United States has come technologically.” NASA will be celebrating the anniversary by airing the original video of the 1969 Apollo 11 landing on NASA TV on Saturday. The footage will be aired the actual times it was broadcast 50 years ago, 4:02 and 10:38 p.m. respectively. The landing can be watched on Facebook Live, YouTube, Twitter, Periscope, and Vimeo.
Throwing trash ‘away’

Earlier this week, the city of Sheridan revealed its new trash compactor: The shiny yellow machine is just one of many pieces of equipment that contribute to the ongoing efforts to extend the life of the landfill. I was surprised, after The Press published an article about the conservation project on July 17, to hear whisperings around town that it was a failure. Because using land for trash is permanent. It’s not like buying a new TV when one removes the box. A tv is supposed to last, and it can. But in reality, all of those food scraps, electronic waste, and recyclables are eventually buried in the landfill, thus extending the life of the current landfill cell, which is expected to be at capacity in 2026.

“Diversion is not an immediate payback. It’s like a marathon,” Roberts told me. “And the benefits of diverting today are not going to degrade much more than it does now.”

The city’s new compactor: The machine can divert up to 30 percent more waste, extending the lifespan of the current landfill cell, which means it must be at capacity in 2026.

“Diversion is not an immediate payback. It’s like a marathon,” Roberts told me. “And the benefits of diverting today are not going to degrade much more than it does now.”

The city’s new compactor: The machine can divert up to 30 percent more waste, extending the lifespan of the current landfill cell, which means it must be at capacity in 2026.

Right now, only 31% of the Sheridan landfill’s waste is being diverted. The primary sources of waste are food waste, scrap metal and concrete; only 9% is being recycled.

The city aims to increase diversion over the next several years, and I’m looking forward to exploring the different methods. Next up: recycling.

- Lauren Hollis
Are Democrats now aiding lawbreakers? Re: immigration

It’s starting to feel like I’m back in the 1950s, when I was in grade school and before the 1960s civil rights movement. The country at that time was divided; people were either for segregation or against it. Just as many people were against the Vietnam War, I believe that the immigration process needs to be reformed and made more efficient.

Another quote of his seems relevant to me now that I am back in the States and hearing so much about freedom and the American dream. Mr. Wilson’s words ring true today: “Freedom is never more than just around the corner.”

It is sad to see that some people still believe in the American dream and others do not.

Judy MacLean-Fowler
San Diego, California

The puzzle of vaping

A 2-story office building at 123 S. Main St. called the “Freedom Tower” is the headquar-
ters of Marlboro and other brands, has

“The building is the headquarters of
Juv, a large company that sells vaping
products — electronic cigarettes — that
is being run by a legal major newspa-
ner. The efforts to eliminate cigarettes
are thwarted by the tobacco industry.

I have visited the Freedom Tower
and was impressed by the company’s
commitment to reducing tobacco use,
which I believe is in the public interest.

It is ironic that the Freedom Tower
is located in an area where there are
many tobacco companies, including
Altria, which owns the Virginia-based
cigarette company Reynolds American.

I hope that the company will continue
to promote smoke-free alternatives and
encourage people to quit smoking.

Those of us who support smoke-free
alternatives appreciate the company’s
efforts to reduce tobacco use.
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Look for the evidence

With easy access to information people have easy access to misinformation. How does anyone figure out what is fact vs. hype? We live in a world where pseudosciences masquerade in the form of conspiracy memes. On the internet most gurus suggest the latest and greatest way to stay healthy. We hear that coffee will keep you healthy and longevity, and then increases the chance of cancer. How do you figure out what is true and what is not? You have to figure out what’s based on real science.

The Union of Concerned Scientists defines pseudoscience as “work presented in the form of a scientific treatment that may result in recommendations that are not evidence-based.” Scientific treatments include the use of jargon and the peer review process. These therapies claim to be scientific, but doesn’t necessarily make them evidence. A pseudoscientific marketing campaign may result in testimonials or anecdotal evidence. Treatments that promise quick fixes are engaging in treatment:

1. A treatment sounds too good to be true, then it probably is pseudoscientific. Treatments that promise cures in no time could be engaging in ununar treatment.
2. The treatment tends to rely too heavily on testimonials or anecdotal evidence. If the treatment may result in recommendations that can’t be attributed to the use of jargon and the peer review process. The use of jargon often leads to overwhelming treatment outcomes. Scientific principles are used for emotional outcomes. The use of jargon can be convincing of scientific clinical data doesn’t necessarily mean any of it is valid.
3. Pseudoscientific therapies will add into the equation no one thing is the cure. As a scientist one type of treatment fit all. Be wary of claims that one type of treatment is effective for several different medical conditions.

Cassies are important and people are free to choose what treatment they think is best for them and for their loved ones. It’s important to be informed about the treatment they choose including their safety and efficacy. The ability to get quick remedies, so to speak, is what makes it best to do your research and not tune out what is written on the literature says. Here are some organizations to start your research today:

1. Pseudobiotics (from the root of anti-biosis) is a National Library of Medicine’s resource and online library.
2. The Union of Concerned Scientists (www.unionofconcernedsaders.org)

Long pose Long pose
Long pose
Long pose

National Obituary

Queen of Saratoga Marylou Whitney dies at 93

SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. (AP) — Marylou Whitney, a suc- cessful thoroughbred breeder and owner whose family helped keep Saratoga Race Course open in a lean decade, has died. She was 93.

The New York Racing Association said she died Friday at her estate in Saratoga Springs, after a long illness. No further details were provided.

Whitney became the first woman in 80 years to own and breed a Kentucky Derby winner in 2003 with Bird Town, a filly trained by Hall of Fame trainer Linda Zito. In 2004, Whitney and Zito teamed with a B儒家 to win the Belmont Stakes, spotting Smarty Jack’s Triple Crown bid. Instead, Whitney won Saratoga’s Saratoga Special, race that year’s opener.

She had over 190 wins and more than $800 million of her current year.

Before opening her own stable, Whitney teamed with her husband Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney to race horses. They won the Travels in 1900 with Tompion and again in 1901 with Champion. C.V. Whitney co-founded the National Museum of Racing and Fan American

In 1968, a pair of Palmerian martens from the unnamed US George Washington National Forest, Canevaro, Fla., at a trend toward becoming “vandals”.

In 1968, the first International Symposium on Olympic Games, organized by Eugene Kennedy Shriver, were held at Soldier Field in Chicago.

In 1976, America’s V.I.P. was a make a successful, first-ever landing on Mars. In 1977, a flash flood hit Johnstown, Pennsylvania, killing more than 40 people and causing $50 million worth of damage.

In 1992, the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development was held in Rio, one of the most liberal court to vote against the death penalty.

On this date:

In 1960, John F. Kennedy was elected to The Jockey Club in 1961.

In 1992, the Union of Concerned Scientists defined pseudoscience as “work presented in the form of a scientific treatment that may result in recommendations that are not evidence-based.” Scientific treatments include the use of jargon and the peer review process. These therapies claim to be scientific, but doesn’t necessarily make them evidence. A pseudoscientific marketing campaign may result in testimonials or anecdotal evidence. Treatments that promise quick fixes are engaging in treatment:

1. A treatment sounds too good to be true, then it probably is pseudoscientific. Treatments that promise cures in no time could be engaging in ununar treatment.
2. The treatment tends to rely too heavily on testimonials or anecdotal evidence. If the treatment may result in recommendations that can’t be attributed to the use of jargon and the peer review process. The use of jargon often leads to overwhelming treatment outcomes. Scientific principles are used for emotional outcomes. The use of jargon can be convincing of scientific clinical data doesn’t necessarily mean any of it is valid.
3. Pseudoscientific therapies will add into the equation no one thing is the cure. As a scientist one type of treatment fit all. Be wary of claims that one type of treatment is effective for several different medical conditions.

Cassies are important and people are free to choose what treatment they think is best for them and for their loved ones. It’s important to be informed about the treatment they choose including their safety and efficacy. The ability to get quick remedies, so to speak, is what makes it best to do your research and not tune out what is written on the literature says. Here are some organizations to start your research today:

1. Pseudobiotics (from the root of anti-biosis) is a National Library of Medicine’s resource and online library.
2. The Union of Concerned Scientists (www.unionofconcernedsaders.org)
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**Summer Evening at the Mansion July 24**

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

SHERIDAN — Residents are invited to attend Summer Evening at the Mansion Wednesday from 6:45 p.m. at Trail End State Historic Site. Participants are asked to bring a picnic dinner for their party, play badminton and croquet, listen to music, view antique cars and enjoy refreshments from Trail End Guild members. The Kendrick Mansion will also be open late for self-guided tours free of charge. The event is free and open to the public. Trail End State Historic Site is located at 400 Clarendon Ave.

**Dayton Days coming July 26-28**

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

DAYTON — The 43rd Annual Dayton Days is scheduled for July 26-28. This year’s theme is “A Little Piece of Heaven.” The celebration begins on Friday with a children’s pet parade in Scott Park at 5 p.m., followed by a movie in the park at dusk.

Saturday activities include:

- 6:30 to 9:30 a.m. Rotary pancake breakfast (downtown).
- 9 to 11 a.m. 12th Annual Dayton Days Mile run.
- 10 a.m. Parade on Main St. Grand marshals will be Eric and Linda Lofgren.
- 11 to 3 p.m. There will be a number of activities in Scott Park including: booth, food, duck race, Drum and Bugle Corps and a volleyball tournament.
- 11:30 a.m. Horserace tournament. Contact Bob Alley at 307-553-1700 for more information.
- 1 p.m. Live music by Good Company, along with family and children’s games.
- 4:45 p.m. Fireman’s Water Fight. For more information contact Mark Reelock at 307-461-1138.

On Sunday, festivities will wrap up with a frisbee golf tournament at 5 a.m.

For more information contact Johanna Nittel at 307-701-1381.

All of the events are free and open to the public. For more information about Dayton Days contact Dayton Town Hall at 307-655-1138.

**Wyoming Singer Songwriter Competition back for second year**

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

SHERIDAN — The Wyoming Singer Songwriter Competition is back and your promises to bring out even more great songwriting by expanding it to qualify rounding rounds across the state. Taking all genres that feature lyrics, contestants stand to gain from the added bonus of joining the rich songwriting community in Wyoming. In its first year statewide in 2018, the Wyoming Singer-Songwriter Competition drew 73 contestants from the far reaches of the state, representing incredible talent and diversity. Soon many of those performances will be available on Good Morning Wyoming. All of the events are free and open to the public. For more information about Dayton Days contact Dayton Town Hall at 307-655-1138.

**Wyoming National Guard troops deploy to Middle East**

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

CHICAGO — The Wyoming Army National Guard will say farewell to soldiers in the 115th Field Artillery Brigade July 27 at 2 p.m. before they deploy to various locations in the Middle East.

President Donald Trump and the Wyoming Army National Guard command team will attend the event at the Cheyenne Civic Center.

The public is invited to attend the ceremony.

The soldiers will be assigned to the U.S. Central Command. Their first stop after leaving Cheyenne will be Fort Bliss, Texas, for additional mobilization training.

This is the third time the brigade has deployed as a unit since 2001. The deploying soldiers are from Wyoming, Colorado, Illinois, Nebraska, Utah and the Wyoming communities of Casper, Cheyenne, Cody, Douglas, Dubois, Evanston, Fort Laramie, Gillette, Granby Canyon, Green River, Star Valley, Guernsey, Jackson, Laramie, Newcastle, Pinealde, Rock Springs, Sheridan, Thermopolis, Wheatland and Worland.

**NSA to improve pathways with grant funding**

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

CHEYENNE — Sheridan agencies earned nearly $600,000 for “quick action” projects from the 2019 AARP Community Challenge.

The North Main Street Association in Sheridan was one of 624 projects nationwide to fund a new gazebo, picnic table and benches along the walkway near a park on North Main. The gazebo and bandstand are planned to be close to the North Park parking lot for easy access.

Also receiving funds in Wyoming — out of the $1.6 million distributed for 199 projects across the country — was the Jackson for the Jackson Hole community pathway in the amount of $4,460 to help make downtown more enjoyable for senior citizens.

Sandy Drummond, executive director of Sheridan North Main (AHA), said there will be multigenerational pathways in the gazebo, welcoming all ages.

“We are extremely grateful that AARP chose us for this grant; we can now turn around and use it,” she said. “It will make our trail system much more accessible and nicer than it was before.”

**Wyoming Singer Songwriter Competition**

Haley Reich King and Kevin Andrew Valentine were wed on July 6 in Sheridan.

**FROM STAFF REPORTS**

SHERIDAN — Haley Reich King and Kevin Andrew Valentine were wed July 6 in Sheridan. King is the daughter of Kurt and Carlyn King of Sheridan. She graduated from Sheridan High School in 2011 and is currently a teacher at SES. She also coaches tennis and basketball. Valentine graduated from Saratoga High School, New York, and is currently employed with the Buffalo Police Department. The couple resides in Buffalo.
Douglas native and Colorado State University Anthropology graduate Carson Black carefully crates away soil at the LaPrele Mammoth Site in Dayton, so it can be stored at the site just outside her hometown for two seasons after a positive experience with the LaPrele crew in 2017.

Archaeologists continue digs in Converse County

Tongue River Valley Community Center Executive Director Ed Kilbride arrived at the TRVCC’s new building with cleaning supplies Friday, July 19, 2019.

Panel orders federal judge to reconsider Trump appeal

WASHINGTON (AP) — An appeals court on Friday ordered a federal judge to reconsider a Trump administration appeal to the Supreme Court on an immigration case, immediately ending a legal challenge that had come to rest in the court’s upper chamber.

The three-judge panel for the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals issued an order that included a reprimand of Judge Emmet Sullivan, who had previously halted the administration’s efforts to collect testimony from Trump-related entities.

The critical passage of the order read: “We hereby vacate the July 10, 2019, order of the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals which directed the United States District Court for the District of Columbia to reconsider its May 14, 2019 order refusing to reconsider whether the President of the United States had been allowed to take any steps to use the powers of the government to collect testimony from the President’s own entities.”

The order came after the Supreme Court on Friday reversed a judge’s order blocking the administration from collecting testimony from the President’s entities. The court ruled that the judge had abused his discretion in blocking the collection of testimony.

The appeals court’s order, which was issued without explanation, indicated that the court had decided to move forward with the case, even though the Trump administration had asked the court to reconsider the judge’s order.

However, the court’s order did not address the substance of the case, which involves a dispute over the President’s authority to collect testimony from entities with which he has a financial interest.

The court’s order also indicated that it would consider an appeal of the judge’s order, which would allow the administration to begin collecting testimony from the entities.

The court’s order did not address the substance of the case, which involves a dispute over the President’s authority to collect testimony from entities with which he has a financial interest.

The court’s order also indicated that it would consider an appeal of the judge’s order, which would allow the administration to begin collecting testimony from the entities.

The court’s order did not address the substance of the case, which involves a dispute over the President’s authority to collect testimony from entities with which he has a financial interest.

The court’s order also indicated that it would consider an appeal of the judge’s order, which would allow the administration to begin collecting testimony from the entities.
On display

Two of Buffalo’s local heroes, Nate Champion and Sheriff Walt Longmire, are on display for Longmire Days Friday, July 19, 2019.

Charles B. Deaver, 77, of Sheridan, died Thursday, May 23, 2019, at Sheridan Memorial Hospital. On Friday, July 26, 2019, at 4 p.m., there will be a time of remembrance, with military honors at The Barn in Big Horn (next to Post Office). A light supper for friends and family will follow. All friends of Deaver are invited to attend. Online condolences may be written at www.kanefuneral.com.

Kane Funeral Home has been entrusted with local arrangements.

Charles B. Deaver

Weather on the Web

For more detailed weather information on the internet, go to: www.thesheridanpress.com
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World renowned Irish Chef Clodagh McKenna visiting
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FOLK SONG

Reserve your seat

August 15th

8.75 Prime

All profits will be donated to The Food Group
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Teaching youth more than technique

FOLLOWING the wettest spring I’ve seen in a long time, youth baseball games wrapped up on July 31 with a flourish. While the fields were postaped a week due to weather and cold. Though all the championship games ended on a positive note, watching games this season got me thinking about what we teach our youth beyond the activity they are participating in.

In June during a youth baseball game in Colorado, a group of parents, disappointment and frustration caused a scene that has no place in athletics. After verbally harassing the umpire, parents from both teams took their frustrations onto the field and proceeded to get into a physical altercation, which resulted in injuries and arrests.

Incidents like this are causing a nationwide shortage of youth sports officials. Though many officials are paid, they are still giving their time free of charge. They are giving back to athletics. Though many officials are paid, they are still giving their time free of charge. They are giving back to athletics.

As we start looking ahead to fall activities, check out a few of our new programs. We are looking to add kickball league and continuing adult flag football, the combines shorties, little boy football, country-cross running and cheerleading. Registration started July 15.

Now that we are diving into the second half of the summer, I hope everyone takes the time to soak up some sun, catch a ball game or spend an afternoon at Kendrick Pool.

SETH ULVESTAD is the executive director of the Sheridan Recreation District.
Morey signs with Hawks

SHERIDAN — Trapper Morey will play his final year of hockey eligibility in the town and rink he grew up playing in.

Morey signed with the Sheridan Hawks NA3HL hockey team after being traded from Gillette Wild. Originally from Buffalo, Morey started his hockey career playing in Sheridan.

“Really excited about being able to play in my home rink and in front of the home crowd,” Morey said. “It is really a sense of pride thing.”

Morey said it is exciting to represent the new Hawks in the town he grew up playing hockey. He wants to bring good leadership, veteran skills and overall a good teammate.

“Trapper has played in the league and he knows what he is doing,” said Andy Scheib, Sheridan Hawks NA3HL’s head coach. “He can bring that experience into the new program.”

The Wild are in the same division as the Hawks, giving Trapper experience playing against other teams in the division.

“Really excited about being able to play in my final year,” Morey said. “It is really a sense of pride thing.”

Morey signed with the Sheridan Hawks NA3HL team just acquired Trapper Morey from the Gillette Wild Wednesday, July 17, 2019.

CRUISE CONTROL

Jets win big again

BY DOUG FERGUSON

SHERIDAN — The Sheridan Jets took down Cody in five innings Friday night, moving on as the only undefeated team in the Wyoming American Legion State B Tournament.

In Thursday’s game, the Jets ended with an eight-run inning, and momentum carried into Friday’s game as the Jets opened with a 12-run lead.

“What is how you want any first inning to go,” said Austin Coven, Sheridan Jets head coach. “Twelve is way more than you expect but that was amazing. Everyone had a consistent approach. It gave us the cushion and luxury to have a couple of different options out there.”

After taking the commanding lead, Sheridan was able to coast to an easy victory.

Offensively, Hunter Stone paced the Jets with three RBIs and a multi-hit game. Declan McDermott, Jesse Zhou, J.B. Holmes, and Jaxton Black dis- played excellent base running skills, traversing the bases four times.

The Hawks NA3HL team just acquired Trapper Morey from the Gillette Wild Wednesday, July 17, 2019.

Encarnación, ex-Rockies help Yankees beat Colorado 8-2

BY JOEL MOLINE

NEW YORK (AP) — Edwin Encarnación hit a go-ahead, grand slam, a trio of ex-Rockies boost up on their former team and the New York Yankees defeated Colorado 8-2 Friday night.

Encarnación lined his 13th career slam in the third inning off Kyle Freeland, and first-year Yankees DJ LeMahieu, Adam Ottavino and Mike Tauchman poured it in their first games against their old club. LeMahieu had two hits and two RBIs, Ottavino struck out the side in a perfect relief inning and Tauchman had a career-high three hits, a stolen base and threw out a runner at home plate from left field.

Aaron Judge added a two-run homer, and now calls Portrush home, and was willing me on.”

“I think at this level, experience is what matters most,” Morey said. “It is really a sense of pride thing.”

Morey signed with the Sheridan Hawks NA3HL team just acquired Trapper Morey from the Gillette Wild Wednesday, July 17, 2019.

Rich Hall swings at a pitch against Cody during the third day of the Wyoming American Legion State B Tournament Friday, July 20, 2019.

Lowry, Holmes share Open lead as McIlroy leaves with cheers

BY ODDO FREDERSON

PORTBUSH, Northern Ireland (AP) — Everyone in the massive grandstand rose to cheer and celebrate a bold performance by Rory McIlroy, who lacked for much support and affection on his walk toward his final hole at Royal Portrush in the British Open.

Except this was Friday.

And now McIlroy can only watch on the weekend as one of his best friends, Shane Lowry of Ireland, goes after the claret jug. Lowry birdied four of his opening five holes on his way to a 4-under 67 and shared the hole lead with J.B. Holmes, who had a 68.

Lee Westwood and Tommy Fleetwood were one shot behind. Brooks Koepka and Jordan Spieth were three back. That can wait.

Offensively, Hunter Stone paced the Jets with three RBIs and a multi-hit game. Declan McDermott, Jesse Zhou, J.B. Holmes, and Jaxton Black displayed excellent base running skills, traversing the bases four times.

The Jets are back.

SEE ROCKIES, PAGE 82

LEON MORTENSEN / THE SHERIDAN PRESS

SEE CRUISE CONTROL, PAGE 2

Rich Hall swings at a pitch against Cody during the third day of the Wyoming American Legion State B Tournament Friday, July 20, 2019.
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Encarnación lined his 13th career slam in the third inning off Kyle Freeland, and first-year Yankees DJ LeMahieu, Adam Ottavino and Mike Tauchman poured it in their first games against their old club. LeMahieu had two hits and two RBIs, Ottavino struck out the side in a perfect relief inning and Tauchman had a career-high three hits, a stolen base and threw out a runner at home plate from left field.

Aaron Judge added a two-run homer, and now calls Portrush home, and was willing me on.”
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Lowry, Holmes share Open lead as McIlroy leaves with cheers

BY ODDO FREDERSON

PORTBUSH, Northern Ireland (AP) — Everyone in the massive grandstand rose to cheer and celebrate a bold performance by Rory McIlroy, who lacked for much support and affection on his walk toward his final hole at Royal Portrush in the British Open.

Except this was Friday.

And now McIlroy can only watch on the weekend as one of his best friends, Shane Lowry of Ireland, goes after the claret jug. Lowry birdied four of his opening five holes on his way to a 4-under 67 and shared the hole lead with J.B. Holmes, who had a 68.

Lee Westwood and Tommy Fleetwood were one shot behind. Brooks Koepka and Jordan Spieth were three back. That can wait.
**ROCKIES:** has lost 12 of 14. Freeland LeMahieu’s replacement season-high nine games in ond-place Tampa Bay by a Baltimore when the Ravens his starting job last year in Bowl running back Phillip a torn Achilles tendon. ended their 2018 seasons pre-half-dozen key players com-revamped offense features a

**OPEN:** majors was behind them. going to happen, and if it's going to happen, it's gone out and done my best. sure, to be honest. You lads felt under that much pres-(2-7) allowed five runs in third, finishing the first time he won and his deft touch saved par on the next three holes with his putted well.” Holmes said. “It round and that day where played for Rockies manager turned over things to rookie.

All six players say their manager reflect during rehab and is off the comeback trail. They say no doubt that will prove a benefit for and another new scheme under manager is being realized by

Freeland said he has more resilience and patience than he did earlier this season. "With the type of injury I had there was so much doubt in your mind that you can’t do anything.” Leary said. “You're just so situated. So, I started reading more, just talking to my wife about, you know, how much I appreciate everything more. I mean, all of our teammates are happy to see us coming back to the field. Leary said he realized

with plate umpire. One surprise him since he made

sitting around. So, I started reading more, just talking to my wife about, you know, how much I appreciate everything more. I mean, all of our teammates are happy to see us coming back to the field. Leary said he realized

JETS: Haltered pitched two and two-thirds innings

Flacco is a baller,” Booker said. "Yeah, there’s no doubt," Elway said, "Any time you see a quarterback in this league, you got something special. "You have that great around the world, everywhere. That's everything that gives you a feeling in a row. Holmes said, "It's difficult to put into words. You feel like I can continue to play. Not sure how the ball will go. "You're just going to have to do everyday with that," he said.
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Sheridan’s Brock Steel slides into third base against Cody during the third day of the Wyoming American Legion State B Tournament on Friday, July 20, 2019.

Steve’s Brock Date slices into third base against Cody during the third day of the Wyoming American Legion State B Tournament on Friday, July 20, 2019.
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Dr. Nhemet Oz and Dr. Michael Roizen

**Distant after moving in, man becomes more influential your choices are:**

- **MAY 20, 2019, 9:00 A.M., AS DR. MIKE SUGGESTS IN *WHAT TO EAT WHEN***

> **1.** A study from Harvard shows that men who were obese as teenagers had lower sperm counts than those who consumed fish, chicken, vegetables, fruit and water.

> **2.** A Norwegian study shows that men who smoke before conception or while the baby is in utero, lowers total sperm count and causes less sperm concentration in adult sons. Plus, a lab-study published in *PLoS Biology* found that when a future dad smokes, his children and grandchildren are at increased risk for hyperactivity, attention deficit and executive inefficiency.

> **So what can you do? A lot!** For instance, let’s say you find out that your new boyfriend doesn’t think he’s a trophy.” He’s a man and he wants to give you the best.” Show him that you have the self-esteem to be with someone who is treating you badly. He may not be as self-aware as you are, but he can learn from it. Concentrate on making the best life you can for yourself. If you do, those others will be well spent.

**DEAR ABBY:** I did something really stupid and stupid. I got involved with a married man, and it lasted several years. When his wife found out, everything blew up. He wrote me a letter saying she needed closure and let me know how she destroyed her self-esteem. She questioned my morals and accused me of his infidelity. I deeply regret what I did, and I filled with remorse. I want to hear from me again, don’t send it. While she can’t let me go, even after all these years, she still wants to express her feelings to me. Her pain, even as it eases your guilt.

Pauline Phillips and Jeanne Phillips

**RECOGNIZING DAD POWER, AND HOW TO HARNESS IT:**

- FATHER’S DAY HAS COME AND GONE, but we think Dad power should get daily attention. So guys, listen up. The latest research will show you how important Dad’s decisions are in determining the health and happiness of your future children.

It’s easy to comprehend that a woman’s lifestyle choices directly affect conception, the health of a fetus and the growing child. But our expanding knowledge of how everyday habits turn into poor practices (on and off) for better and worse) is clearly it’s time to take a look at Dad’s lifestyle choices. Add to that recent discoveries about how sperm is affected by guys’ habits on and off (for better and worse) and you’ve got a world of parameters to be inherited by subsequent offspring.

- **It’s easy to see that the health and brainpower of your offspring (and you) are directly affected by your lifestyle choices before and after conception.**

Upgrade your nutrition. You were born with more than the health and brainpower of your offspring and (you). That means red or processed meats, enjoy lean proteins like skinless poultry, salmon and sea trout.获取到九种商品或营养(包括蛋白质来源和重量)。A guy who lives a healthy lifestyle will show that when males exercise before conception, their children—as adults—have better glucose regulation, decreased body weight and decreased fat mass. Guys, that’ll help your kids, too. Dodge diabetes, heart disease, depression and weight dysfunctions at 50 to 60 years of age and beyond.
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> **2.** A Norwegian study shows that men who smoke before conception or while the baby is in utero, lowers total sperm count and causes less sperm concentration in adult sons. Plus, a lab-study published in *PLoS Biology* found that when a future dad smokes, his children and grandchildren are at increased risk for hyperactivity, attention deficit and executive inefficiency.

**So what can you do? A lot!** For instance, let’s say you find out that your new boyfriend doesn’t think he’s a trophy.” He’s a man and he wants to give you the best.” Show him that you have the self-esteem to be with someone who is treating you badly. He may not be as self-aware as you are, but he can learn from it. Concentrate on making the best life you can for yourself. If you do, those others will be well spent.

**DEAR ABBY:** I did something really stupid and stupid. I got involved with a married man, and it lasted several years. When his wife found out, everything blew up. He wrote me a letter saying she needed closure and let me know how she destroyed her self-esteem. She questioned my morals and accused me of his infidelity. I deeply regret what I did, and I filled with remorse. I want to hear from me again, don’t send it. While she can’t let me go, even after all these years, she still wants to express her feelings to me. Her pain, even as it eases your guilt.

Pauline Phillips and Jeanne Phillips

**RECOGNIZING DAD POWER, AND HOW TO HARNESS IT:**

- FATHER’S DAY HAS COME AND GONE, but we think Dad power should get daily attention. So guys, listen up. The latest research will show you how important Dad’s decisions are in determining the health and happiness of your future children.

It’s easy to comprehend that a woman’s lifestyle choices directly affect conception, the health of a fetus and the growing child. But our expanding knowledge of how everyday habits turn into poor practices (on and off) for better and worse) is clearly it’s time to take a look at Dad’s lifestyle choices. Add to that recent discoveries about how sperm is affected by guys’ habits on and off (for better and worse) and you’ve got a world of parameters to be inherited by subsequent offspring.
Hints from Heloise

Dear Heloise: It’s hot in most parts of the country now, and the temperature inside a car is much hotter than that—it’s deadly. What should you do if you come across a DOG IN A HOT CAR when out and about? Here’s some advice on how to save an animal’s life. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (www.PETA.org) has these hints:

1. Snap a picture or write down the license plate and make of the vehicle.
2. Tell the manager of the store or property owner that a dog is trapped in the car. Politely but firmly insist that they page the owner.
3. If the owner is a no-show, call 911. Let the police assist the dog.
4. When the owner comes out, politely but firmly tell them about the dangers of leaving a dog in a hot car.
5. If the owner is a no-show, call 911. Let the police assist the dog.

Dear Heloise: I fill balloons with water to make water balloons. When they melt completely, water-balloon fights will be over! We recycle all bottles and cans, and we dispose of the balloons safely, too: We cut the balloons into small pieces and put them in a bag that is sealed shut. Then we place the bag in the trash.

When they come down, South will lose a heart, win a club and cash the nine clubs. This makes 10 tricks: Two spades and eight clubs. East will win the first trick with his spade ace and lead back his remaining spade. “Reply partner’s suit.” But declarer will take at least 10 tricks. This is one heart, three diamonds and four clubs.

Dear Heloise: It’s hot in most parts of the country now, and the temperature inside a car is much hotter than that—it’s deadly. What should you do if you come across a DOG IN A HOT CAR when out and about? Here’s some advice on how to save an animal’s life. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (www.PETA.org) has these hints:

1. Snap a picture or write down the license plate and make of the vehicle.
2. Tell the manager of the store or property owner that a dog is trapped in the car. Politely but firmly insist that they page the owner.
3. If the owner is a no-show, call 911. Let the police assist the dog.
4. When the owner comes out, politely but firmly tell them about the dangers of leaving a dog in a hot car.
5. If the owner is a no-show, call 911. Let the police assist the dog.

Dear Heloise: I fill balloons with water to make water balloons. When they melt completely, water-balloon fights will be over! We recycle all bottles and cans, and we dispose of the balloons safely, too: We cut the balloons into small pieces and put them in a bag that is sealed shut. Then we place the bag in the trash. — Edward. L. in Illinois

When the dummy comes down, South will feel optimistic, expecting to establish dummy’s club suit and his nine or 10 tricks. Against many defenders, he would succeed. East will win the first trick with his spade ace and lead back his remaining spade. “Reply partner’s suit.” But declarer will take at least 10 tricks. This is one heart, three diamonds and four clubs.

East needs some time to place the missing honor-cards. Dummy has 10 high-card points, East has 14, and South 13-17. That leaves at most one jack for West. Plug- ing away at spades is a waste of time. Is there a better suit to attack? One’s first reaction will be diamonds, but we just worked out partner has at most the jack there. How about hearts?

What? Lead away from the king into dummy’s ace-queen? Are you crazy? But think about it. East loses a heart, wins a club, loses a heart, wins a club and rushes the heart king jack to defeat the contract. East takes one spade, two hearts and two clubs.

If you spotted that, well done! Edgar Quentin, a 19th-century French historian, poet and political philosopher, said, “Time is the fairest and toughest judge.”

Most of this week’s deals have been based on some sent to me by Steven Conrad of Manhasset, Long Island. This is the toughest case. Can you judge how East and West can defeat these no-trump after West leads the spade jack?

North was right to jump straight to three no-trump. With no singleton or void, and no thoughts of slam, just go for the nine-trick game.
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When the dummy comes down, South will feel optimistic, expecting to establish dummy’s club suit and his nine or 10 tricks. Against many defenders, he would success...
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IN THE MATTER OF THE

DEATH OF SHERMAN W. DAVIS

COUNTY COURT ACTION

ORDER

Charles T. Colburn, Circuit Judge

Responding "IN THE MATTER OF THE DEATH OF SHERMAN W. DAVIS," the Petition to Approve the Consent Resolution to Approve Resolution #2019-19 was presented to Council for consideration, and the following was unanimously voted by the Council:

WHEREAS, on July 8, 2019, the death of Sherman W. Davis occurred in the County of Sheridan, State of Wyoming, as the currently serving Trustee of the trust hereinafter referred to as the "Trust." Notice is further given that under the terms of the Trust, all persons have the right to file a claim or a creditor, or any interested party, to make any claim against the assets of the Trust within the times permitted under the terms of the Trust. All persons interested in any Trust fund or claim are hereby notified and are encouraged to file claims or notices of interest at the earliest possible time, at the address noted below;

NOW, THEREFORE, Be it Resolved by the Council of the Town of Clearmont, Wyoming, that the consent resolution be approved.

Given under the Seal of the Town of Clearmont, Wyoming, this 16th day of July, 2019.
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Laramie runner set to finish historic run across Alaska

BY EVE NEWMAN
LARAMIE — Just more than a month ago, one of the most dangerous highways in the United States was the site of a separate Laramie runner completing her first-ever run through every county in the state with a 132-mile run around the island of Oahu in Hawaii.

The notorious highway, the subject of television shows such as Ice Road Truckers and Dangerous Roads, has never been run before, and it is not a good reason. Heavy trucks rumble up and down its steep grades and sharp curves, food stops, cellular service and medical care are nonexistent.

For more than 1,000 miles, the highway — the beautiful display of humanity, she said — the beautiful display of humanity, she said. Neville will be updating the website whereishelene.com.

For more than two years, Neville has been running alone, she said, she’s been meeting people everywhere she traveled. That’s when she feels a pull to new teammates. “You need to have some grip and chip a piece of your day in with the team,” Scheib said. “They keep on your toes it’s a pretty fast.”

With the season approaching, Scheib said he feels like he has solid group defensive players and goalies. He is looking to solidify his third and fourth lines, and is always looking for the best players.

Scheib has not seen Morey play in a game yet, but he is excited to report to Sheridan Aug. 26 to get a chance to see the young Alaska resident earlier this spring, Neville, a Laramie runner, just started the second leg of a run across the state, which will take her 400 miles to Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.
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BEETLE BAILEY

YOU SHOULD USE BOTH SIDES, IT SAVES PAPER

YOU SHOULD CLEAN YOUR DESK; YOU'LL GET MORE WORK DONE

YOU SHOULD EAT LESS, YOU COULD LOSE SOME WEIGHT

STOP TELLING ME WHAT TO DO!

SORRY, I WASN'T TRYING TO ANNOY YOU

BUT YOU SHOULD STOP YELLING. PEOPLE MIGHT LIKE YOU BETTER

7-21

CLASSIC PEANUTS

PSYCHIATRY HELP? I NEED SOME ADVICE

GOOD, THAT'S WHAT I'M HERE FOR...

THERE'S THIS BOY; I KIND OF LIKE SEE, BUT HE NEVER PAYS ANY ATTENTION TO ME. IS IT BECAUSE I'M UNATTRACTIVE?

7-21

BLONDIE

BOSS: WHAT ARE YOU DOING? BUMSTEAD! I CAN'T FIND MY GLASSES!

I'VE GOT THIS, BOSS! LET'S GET YOU A CHAIR, AND I'LL LOOK AROUND FOR THEM.

BUMSTEAD WAS THAT THUMPING SOUND WHAT I THINK IT WAS?

OF COURSE NOT, BUT BEFORE HE WENT BALLISTIC I BEAT IT STRAIGHT TO THE ELEVATOR!

7-21
 THAT’S NOT REALLY WHAT HAVING A RIDING LAWN MOWER IS LIKE.
I GUESS WE’LL NEVER KNOW!

MARVIN

I’M GOING TO MISS YOU GUYS!
YOU GOING SOMEWHERE?

WELL, I’VE DECIDED TO TAKE A GAP YEAR OFF FROM PRESCHOOL!
SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!

THE ONLY GAP I KNOW IS THE ONE BETWEEN MARVIN’S EARS

BY TOM ARMSTRONG

YOU KNOW HOW BIG KIDS TAKE A GAP YEAR OFF BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE?

BY JERRY SCOTT AND JIM BORGMAN

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF SEN. BERNIE’S PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN SO FAR?
I THINK IT’S MORE OF A SCAMPAIGN.

By Gary Brookins & Susie MacNelly

I LOVE MY CURRENT PET, GOLDFISH...
THE HEART WANTS WHAT THE HEART WANTS, HARRY...

I LEARN FROM MY GOLDISH...
HAVE ONE THING YOU’VE LEARNED FROM THAT FISH?

I’M WAITING!
ANSWER ME!!

I DON’T KNOW WHAT I’M DOING RIGHT NOW.
IT’S AS IF THE WIND IS TELLING ME NO DIRECTION ON WHY YOU ARE WALKING.

SO, JUST TO BE CLEAR, YOU’RE GOING TO ASK ME HELP WITH THE LAVATORY OR TWO DAYS?
I DON’T WANT TO REPLACE OUR ENTIRE TOILET THAT IS BEING RICKETY...

I.D. SCOTT ADAMS

YOU THINK YOU CAN TREAT ME LIKE A GOLDFISH, I’LL TREAT YOU LIKE A HUMAN...
I DON’T WANT TO TREAT YOU LIKE A GOLDFISH, I’LL TREAT YOU LIKE A HUMAN!!
BORN LOSER

I've lost balls in the lake, in the woods and in the rough, but no one's gonna believe this!

FRANK AND ERNIE

Both oxygen and nitrogen thought "airfre" would be mostly about them.

Frank and Ernest

They're puzzled by some apps down there. The carbon atoms can't find an app for the sort of dating they do.

AND THE GYM RAT MUSCLE FIBER WAS CONFUSED BY THE NAME "LYFT." WHAT ABOUT MUSIC APPS?

Melatonin expected something different from "napster" and likewise with the measles virus and "spotify."
Animals In Space?

Animals have played an important role in human space exploration. Use the code to discover the year that each of these space exploration events happened. Then draw a line to where the event belongs on the timeline. The first one is done for you.

1957

- 0 + 2 = 2
- 3 + 5 = 8
- 1 + 3 = 4
- 4 - 6 = 2
- 7 - 7 = 0
- 8 - 9 = 9

First Dog in Space
The Russian space dog Lika became the first animal to orbit the Earth. Sadly, Lika did not survive the mission.

This Russian postcard shows a drawing of Lika.

Space Flies
The first animal in space were the Russian dogs Testik and Titik. They were launched in April 1960.

The first animal in space was a rhesus monkey named Albert. The rhesus monkey was launched in May 1961 on a Mercury USA 1 mission.

Yorick
Unhappy about not being the first monkey on a space flight, Yorick launched in July 1961 on a mission for NASA.

Humans on the Moon
Neil Armstrong's historic journey to the moon took place on July 20, 1969. The landing of Apollo 11 was one of the most significant moments in space history.

First Man in Space
Russian cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin became the first man in space. Gagarin's spacecraft, Vostok 1, was launched in April 1961 and completed three orbits of the Earth.

Pair of Pooches
The Russian dogs Belka and Strelka traveled to space and back on the Soyuz 7K-SC rocket.

Belka and Strelka traveled with mice in their ship. How many? Cross out the even numbered rows and count the odd numbered mice to discover the answer.

Animals and People

Look through the newspaper for pictures and articles about animals. Based upon these, make a list of ways animals have helped humans.

Library Connect Communities

The next time you visit your library, ask the librarian to see a calendar of special events. Libraries feature guest speakers, authors, special programs about literature, and so much more.

When you find a program that sounds interesting to you, check out some books on the topic so that you will be able to ask good questions of the guest speaker.

If you learn enough about a particular subject, someday YOU might be the guest speaker.

Kid Scoop Puzzle

In the 1960s, the United States and Russia were in a race to be the first to reach the moon. Despite their competition, the Russians sent a very special puppy named Pushinka to American President John F. Kennedy. Why was she so special? Do the math to find out. The even-numbered sentence is the answer.

13 + 2 = Pushinka could bark in two languages.
11 + 5 = Pushinka traveled to outer space twice.
17 + 3 = Strelka was Pushinka’s mother.
12 + 5 = Pushinka was born on an orbiting spacecraft.
9 + 4 = Pushinka was named by President Kennedy.

Find the words in the puzzle. How many of them can you find on this page?

PARACHUTED
COSMONAUT
SURVIVED
RUSSIAN
RHESUS
MONKEY
ORBIT
LAICA
FIRST
EARTH
WOMAN
DOGS
LAND


Standards Link: Research. Use the newspaper to locate information.

Double Word Search

COSMONAUT
PKLNTSRTFA
RUSSIAN
PACRUTED
RHESUS
AMVNCSTSM
MONKEY
KODISEBCC
ORBIT
IWVSPXPLRN
FIRST
AWELFOARK
EARTH
LHDGNSNATE
WOMAN
RIONHTREAY

Standards Link: Letter sequencing. Recognize identical words, even and vowel counting. High level spelling patterns.

Kid Scoop Vocabulary Builders

This week’s word: COSMONAUT

The noun cosmonaut means a Russian astronaut.

The first cosmonaut made one orbit of Earth.

Try to use the word cosmonaut in a sentence today when talking with your friends and family.

NIE SPONSORS

The Sheridan Press THANKS all our wonderful NIE sponsors!